You Got the Grant/Contract ... !!
Now What?

Laura M. Hales, Ph.D.
Who Am I?

- Ph.D. scientist, entrepreneur
- Co-founder, CBO, Extend Biosciences Inc.
- Founder, Principal, The Isis Group
NIH Grant (NCI, NIAAA)

- Summary statement/score
- Timeline (9 mo)
- JIT (« the firedrill ») – 5 days!
  - New Org Review
  - F&A rate
  - Accounting system
- OLAW/IACUC and/or OHRP/IRB
- Award, final report
- No-cost extension – 1 yr OK
NSF Grant

- Reviewers comments, no score
- Timeline (6 mo)
- « The firedrill » (7 days)
  - Reviewers comments - respond
  - Commercial projections
  - Accounting system
- Award – must be financially independent, final report
- Extension – 6 mo only
DoD Contract

• PM-driven decision
• Timeline (9 mo/sequestration)
• « The firedrill »
  – Budget scrutiny
  – Accounting system
• ACURO
• Award - FFP, monthly report
• 3-mo « Option Period » - request @ Phase I
Other Resources

• TAP/CAP
• Phase IB – NSF
  Phase I option - DoD
• Awardee conference